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eyes that he had seen a dervish actually cut himself into two
parts which fell asunder, and which were then put together
again by the sheikh who cemented them, by his holy saliva!
Sometimes scepticism and credulity exist in the same mind.
Our host of the day., a young Moslem of pronounced liberal
views, prominent in the new regime, somewhat contemptu-
ously denounced as tricks all the demonstrations that we
had been seeing together, but, his voice subtly changing,
declared that he himself had seen a Refa'i dervish without
harm run a dirk through his abdomen so that it projected
for several inches from his back, and had further .seen him
press down upon his brows a red-hot molten metal plate!
This is an admirable illustration of a generalization recently
made by Dr. Macdonald: "From one end of the Muslim
world to the other an unquestioning faith in the magician
still reigns. Scattered among the educated ehtsses you will
meet a good deal of Voltairean unbelief, but even these in-
dividuals are liable to set back at any time. Tin* she'll that
separates the Oriental from the unseen is very thin.*' 1
These occasions thus illustrate not only the simple1 healing
powers of the dervishes, to which, 1 ha.ve been assured, the
really pious members always confine themselves, hut also
the magical phenomena, often harmless enough, but. some-
times clearly justifying the distinction made by the great
Moslem philosopher, Ibn Khaldftn, between miracle, and
magic. "A miracle," he says, speaking hen1 especially of
the miracles of the prophets—-"a miracle* is what Is worked
by good men for good objects, and for purified souls* and
by way of proof of the prophetic office. Magic is worked
only by an evil man, for evil purposes and for evil results." 3
Magic he declares to be a form, of unbelief. 'Practitioners
of magic, malicious as well as benevolent, are as common
to-day as they were in the days of Moses, who had to contend
with the professionals of Pharaoh's court. The practising
diviners of Syria, are by no means exclusively dervi.sh or
even Mohammedan. An old man of my acquaintance in
1	"Tho Religious Attitude arid Lift* in Islam/' p. 12f», by I). II Mac-
donald.
2	Quoted by Macdonald (op. a'/.), p. 117.

